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 Perfect grilling results from rare to well-done
OptiGrill+ Snacking&Baking, our ultimate innovation includes a snacking & baking accessory which provides
endless possibilites for baking, heating/reheating or browning. Featuring "Automatic Sensor Cooking" technology,
time and temperature are automatically adjusted to the thickness and number of items placed on the grill, based
on 6 cooking programs (Burger, Poultry, Sandwich, Sausage, Red meat, Fish) and a frozen food mode. At the
same time, an indicator light allows direct monitoring: Purple for preheating, blue then green at the start of
cooking, yellow when the food is rare, orange for medium and red for well-done. Perfectly adaptable to everyone's
tastes, simply lift up the lid to pick up your meat when it's ready and leave the rest to carry on cooking! The
additional manual mode with 4 adjustable temperature levels allows you to cook anything and is perfectly
adapted to fruits and vegetables, cooking them just the way you want.

 



PRODUCT BENEFITS

6 automatic programs and a cooking level indicator for perfect grilling results from rare to
well-done
A manual mode with 4 adjustable temperatures to cook all sorts of food.

6 cooking programs
For different types of food: Burger, Poultry, Sandwich, Sausage, Red Meat, Fish.
 

Cooking level indicator
Monitor cooking progress for perfect grilling results from rare to well-done: indicates cooking
progress and beeps at every stage to let you know when your meal is cooked the way you like
it!

Automatic sensor cooking
Automatic thickness measurement: automatically adjusts to the right temperature for the size
and thickness of any food type within the given programs.

Dishwasher safe
Non-stick die-cast aluminum plates and juice tray are dishwasher safe.

Extra large capacity juice tray
Large juice tray and plates with a 7° angle to ensure cooking juices run off.

Snacking & Baking accessory
Snacking & Baking accessory included for endless possibilities.
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Repairable Product - 10 years

Designed for easy repair
Low cost and fast delivery of spare parts for 10Y and more
6500 repair centers worldwide
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PRODUCT FEATURES

On/Off Switch YES

Guarantee 2 YEARS

Colours black

Power 2000 W

Dishwasher safe YES

Dishwasher safe - details Removable plates and juice tray

Recipes included YES

Additional included accessories Snacking & Baking Accessory

Adjustable thermostat YES

Power cord length 0,8 m

Removable plates YES

Cooking surface 600

Cooking plates die cast aluminium grill plates

Removable juice tray YES

Ready to cook light YES

Pilot light YES

Automatic cooking system YES

Non-stick coating plates YES

Plates dimensions 30 x 20 cm

Cooking surface dimensions 30 x 20 cm

Body Stainless steel

Handle Thermoplastic

Country of origin China

LOGISTICS DATA CMMF : 7211002397

 EAN CODE PCS / PARCEL PCS / LAYER LAYER / PALLET PCS / PALLET PCS / CONTAINER

EAN ST : 3016661147272
EAN UC : 3016661147272

1 7 2 14
C20 : 450
C40 : 900

HQ4 : 1 000

UNPACKED PRODUCT PACKED PRODUCT STANDARD PARCEL PALLET
DIMENSIONS (D x W x H) 365 x 365 x 175 (mm) 512 x 445 x 229 (MM) 477 x 258 x 555 (MM) 1 200 x 800 x 1 228 (MM)

WEIGHT 6.2 (KG) 8,5 (KG) 8,5 (KG) 140 (KG)


